MEETING MINUTES
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS OF UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SAN DIEGO

Wednesday, May 1, 2019 meeting of the Associated Students Senate was held at 6:00 PM in the Price Center East Forum, Speaker Nikhil Pothuru presiding and Clerk Christian Walker was present.

The following members were present: Kiara Gomez, Caroline Siegel-Singh, Nathan Park, Kenji Asakura, Emma Potter, Jasraj Johl, David Hickman, Leslie Silva, Amor Goetz, Aaron Hanna, Annika Manlutac, Kimberley Giangtran, Noah Palafax, Spencer Lee, Nicholas Butler, Eni Ikuku, Arthur Porter, Eric Ron, Eleanor Grudin, Brandon Milledge, Melina Reynoso, Myra Haider, Jamshed Asharov.

5/1: Joint Secession
Updates:
- Darren
  - Preparing transition documents
  - Plans on allowing access to AS Executive Google Drive
    - If not making a mess
    - Will do today (Eleanor said I will kill you) lol
  - Beginning of terms: overall goals to upload
  - Request Those terming out today: COME BACK to JOINT WEEK 8 if you can
- Jackie
  - Transition Meeting on %
  - Old members and new
    - Jamba juice and red sambusas
    - Welcome new members
    - Burn out: catering from Lemonade
- John:
  - To everyone: need a new person to take over for Kailer..?
- Pure health coaching program coming to life
  - First cohort to get coached happening rn
    - 5 things: nutrition, time management, sleep, stress, self care..?
- FC Park: No updates
- Break for Committees

Meeting Adjourned 4:35pm.
Senate:
Public Input:
● Ethan Custom: Editing Reporter for AS
Reports of Members:
● Senator Hannah: Created an important conversation on how elections take place. Everyone understands the importance of voting. Elections today at 7pm. Changes did not pass as is.
● Senator Reynoso: Marshall projects around being senators need to be finished.
● Senator Morris
  ○ SAC was wild
  ○ Big update: compromise between her, sac, and transportation services about permit prices
    ■ Hesitant on price of S passes
  ○ New permit will be created that will stay at $780 yearly price for Glider Port and Regents
  ○ S Permit: $960 a year, valid on every part of S parking
    ■ Increases are never ideal... going to happen anyways
  ○ Promoting $4 day parking more.
    ■ With math... if use it 5 days a week for 10 weeks, you would pay $500 a quarter instead
  ○ Mitigate B permit spots for construction...
    ■ More of the B permit spots will be moved to Hopkins
    ■ Push faculty and staff to carpool and take regents
● FC Park
  ○ Written report about Senator funds
  ○ Around $10,000, not $15,000 as previously expected

Question Time
● Senator Porter
  ○ Question: Where there any talks about 4:30pm parking, to park anywhere
    ■ Will the $750 passes upgrade the way others do?
      ● Answer: Moving time to earlier around 3pm or 3:30pm instead
  ○ Question: Rumor- can call smart cars to shuttle professor around campus

Reports of Committees
● Finance:
  ○ Line F1, F2 approves
● Legislative
  ○ L1 approves for new appointment
Move to approve L2 about AVP of Constitutional Amendment for new position
  ○ Motion passed 24-0-0 to add the thing to the Constitution

Unfinished Business
- Senator Reynoso:
  ○ Changes to language
  ○ Bills discharged to Senate
    ■ Senator Grudin: continues to speak
- (Constitutional Amendment- can’t vote bc not in quorum: waiting/ stalling time)
- Senator Grudin
  ○ Moves to approve changes with FB / Google Doc amendments

Questions
- Questions about out of state/ international students
- Roll call vote
  ○ Motion passed 24 to 0 to 0

Open Forum:
- New transfer senators to get elected
- May is mental health awareness month
  ○ CAPS calendar
- Disability town hall is tomorrow
  ○ Community feels empowered... not just allies

The roll was called.
The following members were present: Kiara Gomez, Caroline Siegel-Singh, Nathan Park, Kenji Asakura, Emma Potter, Jasraj Johl, David Hickman, Leslie Silva, Amor Goetz, Aaron Hanna, Annika Manlutac, Kimberley Giangtran, Noah Palafox, Spencer Lee, Nicholas Butler, Eni Ikuku, Arthur Porter, Eric Ron, Eleanor Grudin, Brandon Milledge, Melina Reynoso, Myra Haider, Jamshed Asharov.

Meeting was adjourned at 7:03 pm.